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Dispersal and range dynamics in changing climate Jean-François Le Galliard CNRS – Ecology-Evolution laboratory CNRS – CEREEP/Ecotron IleDeFrance



Most species inhabit heterogeneous environments



Adaptation to heterogeneous environments involves dispersal behavior 1. Dispersal allows to exploit temporal variation in the environment • Ability to colonize extinct patches • Bet-hedging against temporal variability 2. Dispersal allows to exploit spatial variation in the environment • Source-sink dynamics • Habitat choice and ideal-free distribution • Density-dependent (or any form of conspecifics based) dispersal 3. The maintenance of genetic diversity and adaptive potential depends on the balance between demography, dispersal, mutation, and selection



Most species tend to have a (climate related) ecological niche



Hutchinson, G.E. (1957). "Concluding remarks“. Cold Spring Harbor Symposia on Quantitative Biology 22 (2): 415–427. Retrieved 2007-07-24.



Climate changes should influence the spatial range A. Large species ranges g min war cool margin



optimal thermal regime



shift contraction



g min war



war



g min



warm margin



no dispersal



with dispersal



B. Small species ranges expansion



g min war cool margin



optimal thermal regime



g min war



g min war



extinction



extinction



no dispersal



with dispersal



warm margin



Le Galliard, Massot & Clobert (2012). In press.



Dispersal behavior is key to the ecological responses to climate changes Climate change (warming, drying, etc)



Spatial shift in climate niche of the species



Dispersal response



Adaptive response



Phenotypic plasticity



Genetic adaptation



Example 1 : highly mobile species can respond very quickly to climate warming Sachem skipper (Atalopedes campestris): widespread and good dispersing butterfly



The overwintering range of this species (shaded area) has expanded quickly northward (lighter shading) during the past 40 years and has tracked remarkably well the shifting thermal isocline of the January average minimum -4°C isotherm, which is lethal in this species Crozier, L. (2003) Oecologia, 135, 648-656



Example 2: some species could be trapped in an evolutionary state of low mobility Knapweed (Centaurea corymbosa): rare plant endemic of cliffs in southern France



This species is a very poor disperser (data represent distribution of seed dispersal distances from the maternal plant), which we predict will be unable to track changing climates



Colas, B., Olivieri, I. and Riba, M. (1997) Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America, 94, 3471-3476



Lessons from the past and the present



Lessons from the past: climate conditions changed importantly in the last 10,000 years



Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paleoclimatology



Lessons from the past: Quaternary range shifts are numerous but not so simple … Range expansion of oak trees (Quercus spp.) northward during the late glacial and Holocene period obtained from pollen record in Europe



Brewer, S., Cheddadi, R., de Beaulieu, J.L. & Reille, M. (2002) Forest Ecology and Management, 156, 27-48.



Lessons from the past: Quaternary range shifts are numerous but not so simple … Range expansion of oak trees (Quercus spp.) during the Holocene period in the UK Diffusion model with a Gaussian dispersal kernel and DID growth



Birks, H. J. B. (1989) Journal of Biogeography, 16, 503-540 Clark, J.S. (1998) American Naturalist, 152, 204-224.



Lessons from the past: Quaternary range shifts are numerous but not so simple … Contrasted responses of tree (Picea and Quercus) to Quaternary climate change



Davis, M.B. & Shaw, R.G. (2001). Science, 292, 673-679.



Lessons from the present: climate conditions are changing importantly and quickly



IPCC (2007) Climate Change 2007: Synthesis Report. Summary for Policymakers (eds R. K. Pachauri & A. Reisinger).



Lessons from the present: climate conditions are changing importantly and quickly



+ 0.6 °C mean change during last century



+ 1.5 à 4.5 °C mean expected change during next 50 years



IPCC (2007) Climate Change 2007: Synthesis Report. Summary for Policymakers (eds R. K. Pachauri & A. Reisinger).



Lessons from the present: species often respond by shifting their latitudinal or altitudinal range



Parmesan, C., and G. Yohe. 2003. Nature 421:37-42.



Yet, species differ in their ability to respond to climate change through range shifts



Range shifts in butterflies



Northward range shift



Northward shifts in thermoclines



Seasonal sums of daily mean temperatures above 5°C in Finland



Pöyry, J., Luoto, M., Heikkinen, R.K., Kuussaari, M. & Saarinen, K. (2009) Global Change Biology, 15, 732-743.



Species differ in their ability to respond to climate change through range shifts Multivariate regression corrected for phylogenetic relatedness among species ca. 12 % variation



Positive effect of species mobility score



ca. 10 % variation



Forest edge species have shifted more



Take home messages • Climate changes have been dramatic during the Quaternary and climate warming is strong in recent time • Species have responded by shifting, shrinking or expanding in the past • Most species respond by shifting (or expanding) their range in the present • The speed of past range expansion (last 10,000 years) has often been faster in plants than predicted by some diffusion models = demonstrates the importance of supposedly rare, long-distance events • Most species lag behind current climate changes in the present • Individualistic responses are observed during the Quaternary • variation in the speed • variation in expansion routes • substantial community re-assembly • relatively few extinction events • Predictions for the future are based on models



A “standard” approach to predict the spatial range shift: statistical climate niche models



Current distribution



Future distribution



Thuiller, W. (2007) Nature, 448, 550-552.



Wiens, J.A., Stralberg, D., Jongsomjit, D., Howell, C.A. & Snyder, M.A. (2009) PNAS. pp. 19729-19736.



Predictions of climate niche models may not fit observed range shifts Example of the range shift in Finland of the map butterfly Observed range shift



Predicted range shift from a Europe-wide climate niche model



Mitikka, V., Heikkinen, R.K., Luoto, M., Araujo, M.B., Saarinen, K., Poyry, J. & Fronzek, S. (2008). Biodiversity and Conservation, 17, 623-641.



Some critical assumptions of niche models used to do biodiversity scenarios for the future 1.



Current distribution is determined (entirely) by its (climate) niche



2.



The (climate) niche is invariant in time and space



3.



The species can track its climate niche by dispersal but • Dispersal in (usually) invariant among and within species • Dispersal is not influenced by biotic and abiotic conditions



4.



There is no possibility for a species to adapt to climate change



Crucial need to develop process-based models that account for dispersal behavior



Lessons from behavioral ecology of dispersal



Three major issues



Lesson 1: inter-individual variation in dispersal distances and behavior is more than common Lesson 2: interactions between dispersal behavior and spatial heterogeneity is key to metapopulation dynamics Lesson 3: community-wide differences in dispersal abilities across trophic levels are widespread



1. Dispersal distances: variation within and between species in small rodents



Variation across species and studies in voles, lemmings and muskrats



Variation between individuals in Arvicola terrestris



Le Galliard, J.-F., Rémy, A., Ims, R.A. & Lambin, X. (2012) Molecular Ecology, 21, 505-523.



1. Dispersal distances: variation within and between species in animals Dominant short distance dispersal events



Rare long distance dispersal events



Seed size and shape Climate and wind conditions Behaviour (activity, sociality or aggressiveness) Morphology and physiology Climate conditions Clobert, J., Le Galliard, J.-F., Cote, J., Massot, M. & Meylan, S. (2009) Ecology Letters, 12, 197-209.



1. Dispersal distances: variation within and between species in animals Short-distance dispersal in common lizards (Zootoca vivipara) Age-sex-reproductive status Body size and condition at birth Sociality at birth – sensitivity to odour cues Population density, mother-offspring competition, habitat quality



Short-distance interpatch movements in root voles (Microtus oeconomus) Age-sex-reproductive status Behavioural activity and aggressiveness Population density, sex structure, habitat quality in females Clobert, Le Galliard, Cote et al.



1. Climate can induce flexible changes in dispersal distances in plants and animals Example 1: long-distance dispersal in seeds is directly affected by micrometeorological conditions



Predictions of LDD (% above 100m) for lightseeded trees given temperature in June Kuparinen, A., Katul, G., Nathan, R. & Schurr, F.M. (2009) Proceedings of the Royal Society B-Biological Sciences, 276, 3081-3087.



Example 2: walking movements of grasshoppers are influenced by temperature



Mean relative daily movement



Walters, R.J., Hassall, M., Telfer, M.G., Hewitt, G.M. & Palutikof, J.P. (2006). Proceedings of the Royal Society B, 273, 2017-2023.



1. Dispersal heterogeneity: evidences of plastic changes in animal dispersal are accumulating Thermal plasticity in dispersal Study species



Study design



Pattern reported in the study



Artic terns



Field study



Natal dispersal distance increases with temperature and humidity the year of hatching and increases with temperature and NAO# the year of breeding. Breeding dispersal distance decreases with temperature and increases with NAO and SOI* during the second breeding year



Dipper



Field study



Immigration increases after a warm winter



House sparrow



Field study



Natal dispersal increases with spring temperature in low-quality habitats Natal dispersal is independent of spring temperatures in high-quality habitats



Common lizards



Field study



Natal dispersal probabilities declines with rising temperature during embryogenesis but increases with temperature during dispersal Lower immigration into the study site with rising temperatures



Spiders



Laboratory study



Dispersal investment is stronger at intermediate developmental temperatures (20-25°C), rappelling behaviour is less frequent at 15°C and ballooning behaviour is less common at 30°C



Plastic changes in dispersal



Le Galliard, Massot & Clobert (2012). In press.



1. Climate warming and dispersal inhibition in common lizards from France Natal dispersal behaviour : maternal effect of thermal conditions



Massot, M., Clobert, J. & Ferrière, R. (2008) Global Change Biology, 14, 1-9.



2. Dispersal behavior: interaction between climate change and habitat fragmentation Climate warming and landscape dynamics Habitat rule



Potential habitats and dispersal “corridors” Dispersal and demographic rules



“Metapopulation” dynamics A popular approach in population and conservation ecology, yet to be implemented in climate change ecology



2. Dispersal behavior: interaction between climate change and habitat fragmentation Potential slowing down of expansion in a butterfly due to habitat availability



Hill, J.K., Thomas, C.D. & Huntley, B. (1999) Proceedings of the Royal Society of London Series B-Biological Sciences, 266, 1197-1206.



3. Community wide differences in dispersal abilities



Herbivorous predators are more mobile than their plant preys



Kinlan, B.P. & Gaines, S.D. (2003) Ecology, 84, 2007-2020.



3. Dispersal behavior and consequences for community modules in changing climates



Gilman, S.E., Urban, M.C., Tewksbury, J.J., Gilchrist, G.W. & Holt, R.D. (2010) Trends in Ecology and Evolution, 25, 325-331.



2. Community differences in dispersal ability: example of spatial mismatch A butterfly (Boloria titania) and its host plant (Polynonum bistorta)



Range limited by climate conditions and trophic interactions



Schweiger, O., Settele, J., Kudrna, O., Klotz, S. & Kuhn, I. (2008) Ecology, 89, 3472-3479.



3. Community differences in dispersal ability: example of spatial mismatch



Light green and maroon Lost niche Medium green and maroon Remaining niche (no dispersal) Dark green and maroon Expanding niche (unlimited dispersal)



3. Community differences in dispersal ability: example of spatial mismatch Loss of overlap when no range shift in host plant



Overlap can increase if host plant expands



Concluding remarks



Prediction of “biodiversity” scenarios will require an improved understanding and modeling of dispersal



Statistical “niche” based models Variation in dispersal ability



Mixed models



Habitat heterogeneity Trophic interactions



Process oriented demographic models



Further reading



Le Galliard, J.-F., Massot, M., Baron, J.-P. and J. Clobert. In press. Ecological effects of climate change on European reptiles. In Conserving wildlife populations in a changing climate (J. Brodie, E. Post and D. Doak, eds.). University of Chicago Press. Le Galliard, J.-F., Massot, M. and J. Clobert. In press. Dispersal and range dynamics in changing climates: a review. In Dispersal and spatial evolutionary dynamics (J. Clobert, M. Baguette. T. Benton, J. Bullock, eds.). Oxford University Press. Clobert, J., Le Galliard, J.-F. and M. Massot. In press. Multi-determinism in natal dispersal: the common lizard as a model system. In Dispersal and spatial evolutionary dynamics (J. Clobert, M. Baguette. T. Benton, J. Bullock, eds.). Oxford University Press.
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